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 The heat generated by the ice is greater than by the water, and the ice becomes less dense. This low density water builds up, and
forms icebergs. Large ice sheets are made up of large chunks of ice. The smaller ice that moves down from the large sheet to

the sea will melt, and become a part of sea water. The smaller ice floating in the sea, is called icebergs.Anterior ischemic optic
neuropathy in a patient with early acute myelogenous leukemia treated with chemotherapy. Intracranial involvement by acute
leukemia is a well-recognized clinical condition. But ocular involvement by leukemia has rarely been reported. A 29-year-old

man developed a sudden visual loss of the right eye after experiencing a headache and vomiting. Visual acuity was 20/50 in the
right eye and 20/20 in the left eye. Anterior ischemic optic neuropathy was diagnosed on the basis of a typical clinical

presentation, examination and laboratory results. He was diagnosed with acute myelogenous leukemia and received
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chemotherapy. He recovered from the blindness.Q: How to get the registry key value using Python I want to get the registry key
value which is present in a particular location. the value is present under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. I am trying to use the

code below: import wmi,re HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE = r"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE"
root_key=wmi.WMI(namespace="root/default")

print(root_key.GetValue("SystemSoftware","SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows\\CurrentVersion\\Uninstall\\Winamp")) The
above code is giving me error: KeyError: 'SOFTWARE' Can you please help me to get the registry key value present under
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. Thanks A: You need to specify a root namespace if you want to query values in a particular

namespace. Also you need to use.list() method of wmi.WMI object to get the values. Try this: root_key =
wmi.WMI(namespace='root/default', namespace_='\') print(root_key.list('SOFTWARE 82157476af
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